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Guided motorcycle tours europe 2018

14 May 2021 - 17 May 2021 This 4 day weekend through Vosges has everything you need to get adrenaline with breathtaking scenery, hair bends, fast sweepers and fantastically smooth asphalt. July 04, 2021 - 10 Jul 2021 Vercors Park stands out for its diverse wild and stunning landscape. High limestone cliffs, deep
gores, chasms and caves, plateaus, green valleys, mountain passes and forests. 01 August 2021 - 06 August 2021 If you are looking for a short break that has stunning Alpine scenery, some of the best motorcycle roads in the world, covering 3 countries and 13 Alpine passes, then you have found the right tour. 27 May
2021 - 31 May 2021 All serious motorcycle enthusiasts have a checklist of rides to take. The famous Black Forest high road, the B500 should definitely be on this list! 28 August 2021 - 04 September 2021 The tour runs through 16 Alpine passes, 6 of which are more than 2000 m high. Drive south across the French Alps
down to the Mediterranean coast for a day off the bikes with waves lapping over your fingers. Previous Next Living The Dream Amazing European Guided Motorcycle Tours Every biker has a list of roads or places they want/need to see. We love the fact that it is our job to help you achieve this goal. Our tours cover some
of the best roads across Europe. It doesn't matter if it's the first time you get to the Euro tunnel and give it all a go, or whether it's a regular occurrence for you, the roads never disappoint. Amazing scenery Everything from the slightly undulating hills of France to the breathtaking beauty of the Swiss Alps, the fascinating
Dalmatian coast of Croatia and the jaw-dropping gores of French Vercors, cover them all. Unforgettable experience memories that last a lifetime. Yes, there are fantastic roads, and amazing scenery, but the friendships and memories you create along the way are priceless. If you want to ride in your free time, we now
offer a package with your own guide on all our tours. Check out our tours For us when we book a travel agent, we really put our trust in the hands of this company and the people who run it. And from our first trip in 2016 to our last trip at the end of the 2019 season, Face, Dee and Freedom made sure our trips were the
best they could be. Matt and Shirley Ilott Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | August 2018 I chose freedom due to reviews and personal recommendations. My favorite aspect was mixing with a bunch of like-minded riders, and knowing that you would be showing some great roads. This is a great way to travel
around Europe if you prefer it all to be arranged for you. Anthony Ford Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | November 2019 Why it chooses freedom, they are a great company, they cover all aspects of customer requirements. Excellent hosts and basically a great laugh. I couldn't imagine him doing these types
of searches with another company. one big family, friends all in the United Kingdom. Great roads, great people, great company and massive laughter. It allows you to forget about the overall life and concentrate on the bike. Stuart Ross Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | January 2019 Title says it all, I made a
few trips with FMT everything was an ace, believe me you have the biggest smile ever as always Dee Face will literally move through the mountains to help you. Keith Ramsden Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | 03/12/2019 I drove through and around France for many years but it was my first time in the
Vercors Massif region as a base for a daily ride and I am so glad I booked it. A day and a half drive took us to the foot of the Alps and as soon as we arrived at Vercors there was a big smile and he never left. This area of France has it all, a great mix of roads to test all abilities, fantastic views of the mountain gorley and
safe... Charlie Spicer Vercors Motorcycle Tour | August 21st I drove for 40 years and I chose Freedom Motorcycle Tours based on the reviews I read. I think what I liked the most were the hotels. Freedom for me is professionalism and perfection. Lu Mazzoni Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | November 2019
I chose Freedom after doing some research online and checked several reviews and thought the package looked like the right type of holiday for me - and I was right! The ride was excellent despite the beautiful scenery and the accommodation was excellent. The key factor that (for me) made it a success was the fact
that it was well organized but with a relaxed relaxed feel. Drop off marker system worked well and allows everyone to ride their own pac... Andrew Rowley Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | November 2019 Face is an absolute legend for making sure everyone is happy with every aspect of the tour and are the
perfect host to share a few beers over food. His tolerance of my initial inexperience was a very significant factor in my return each year along with my gaining confidence. We are now in our third year of touring with Freedom Motorcycle Tours and honestly can't fault them. The pace is right, no one is pushed beyond their
borders, the routes are great and the people they attract make it more worth it. Within hours everyone knows each other and friendships evolve from an early stage to stay off tour. Can't recommend Face and Dee enough and will load up another tour!! Gary and Kelly Cooper Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour |
19 February 2020 I met and rode with some of the nicest people you could ever meet and believe while riding a bike. Every tour will only be as good as the people who run them, and Freedom Motorcycles Tours are really amazing and amazing people. Keith Walters Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour |
November 18 Freedom was very friendly and accommodating. Only the dynamics were excellent. Just come out and go. You don't have to worry about routes, bookings etc. You can actually enjoy the ride without stress. Just excellent and friendly. With FMT you get exactly that freedom! Freedom to enjoy without having
to worry about routes, destinations, hotels, etc. It's all well planned in a professional but relaxed way so you can enjoy the ride and chill out at night and enjoy the holiday. Once you've been on tour with FMT, you'll just come back for more. Glenn Regan Spanish Picos and Portugal Motorcycle Tour | 02/12/2019 Connect
Do you have any questions? We'll call you back. Callback request We are happy to welcome you to our website and whether you are an experienced motorcycle traveler or a new one in the world of two-wheeled tour, we are here to help you. 2020 is our ninth year of motorcycle tours throughout Europe, Ireland and the
UK. We look forward to taking you to the roads to be ridden. Our tours are designed to take the stress out of your holiday, with all our routes, refreshments and fuel stops that have been comprehensively planned. Every hotel we use on our trips has been personally researched to ensure that you not only have a relaxing
motorcycle experience, but you have a comfortable place to stay at the end of the day driving with good food. Travel arrangements for crossing into Ireland and continental Europe are included in our tour plans. For each tour, we will provide you with detailed itineraries and daily route reports that contain key GPS
coordinates, giving you flexibility when driving on routes in our company, alone or with other tour members. Munich has many nicknames: The Million People Village, Germany's secret capital or Italy's northernmost city. Whatever the name, Munich is special. Munich, home to 1.4 million people, is a vibrant landscape with
a history that has been spreading for more than 850 years. Jump on the extremely efficient (this is Germany after all) public transport system and explore. Stroll through the viktualienmarkt and scatter with culinary delights from around the world. Visit the Frauenkirche, Munich Cathedral or taste some of the rightly famous
breweries that produce some of the best beers in the world. No matter what you are looking for, you will definitely find it in Munich! 9 Days - $4,950 April 24 - May 2, 2021 April 23 - May 1, 2022 Highlights: Leaning Tower of Pisa (optional) Asissi - birthplace of St. Francis - and its Cathedral of San Gimigiano with its
ancient skyscrapers Small village San Marino Tavullia - Valentinos Rossis hometown and it's a museum - the famous Duomo in Orvieto Siena and it's a magnificent main square 16 days - $ 8,975 July 10 - 25, 2021 July 9 - 24, 2022 Highlights: Crossing the Arctic Circle Ferry to Lofoten Islands Ride through Finland's
Lappland Ferry ride to the most beautiful fjord in the world: Geiranger Fjord Norway's most famous passroad - Trollstigen North Cape - northernmost point in the world, accessible by motorcycle 15 days - $8,500 July - August 10, 2021 July 26 - August 9, 2022 Highlights: North Cape Tallinn, Riga and Kaunas - historic
cities of the Baltic state medieval evening: dine like knights 700 years ago! Masurian Lakes District in Poland Rest Day in Prague Typical dishes in each of the 9 countries visited 8 Days - $ 3,975 September 18 - 25, 2021 September 17 - 24, 2022 Highlights: Bavarian Alps The most famous motorcycle pass in Europe -
Stelvio Italian Dolomites overnight in a rustic spa hotel in Warth, Austria The smallest country in the world, Liechtenstein King Louis Castle Opportunity to stay at Oktoberfest 7 days - $2,975 August 14 - 20 20 , 2021 August 13 - 19, 2022 Highlights: 4 consecutive nights in our adventure center in the heart of the Alps
Equestrian Loop of Austria and Switzerland Equestrian Loop of the Italian Dolomites Equestrian Loop of Tyrolean and Merano areas of Italy 12 days - $ 7,150 September 4 - 15, 2021 September 3 - 14, 2022 Highlights: Stunning roads, first class hotels and peaks 9 countries Scenic road along the Danube Medieval town
of Český Krumlov Two nights in Vienna Optional boat ride to Bratislava (Slovenia) Northern Italy Dolomites Five-star hotlel in St. Moritz , followed by a rustic, luxurious spa hotel in Warth, Austria King Louis Castle 14 days - $8,950 October 2 - 15, 2021 October 1 - 14, 2022 Highlights: Tbilisi, Georgia's capital and ancient
crossroads city of Kakheti, the oldest wine region in the world Telavi, the most medieval city in Georgia Borjomimi , a resort known for its mineral springs Ushguli, a remote community at the head of the Batumi Gorula, the pearls of the Black Sea of the 12th capital of Armenia and the Soviet ideal of the perfect city 14 days
- $ 7,500 October 2 - 15 , 2021 October 1 - 14, 2022 Highlights: Two nights in the imperial city of Fez Walk along medina fez Two nights in the Sahara Optional night in a desert bivouac (tent camp) under the stars in the Sahara Optional visit to the British colony of Gibraltar Andalusia, Spain, including the last night in
Malaga Malaga
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